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Resonant ultrasound spectroscopyis used to measure the temperature dependence
of ali six elastic moduli of La2.xSrxCuO 4. A giant softening ( > 50% reduction)

in the in-plane shear modulus, c66, is observed and is attributed to the
tetragonal-orthorhombic structural phase transition in this material. This
phase transition and the corresponding softening is examined with a simple
anharmonic mechanical model and a macroscopic Ginsburg-Landau formalism
exploiting the full symmetry of the crystal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Using resonant ultrasoundspectroscopy(RUS)I'2, we have studied the elastic
propertiesof single crystalsof La2.xSrxCuO4, one of the familiesof high temperature
superconductors.Althoughin this paper we only discussthe tetragonal-orthorhombic
structuralphase transition,our results may have implicationsfor the nature of
superconductivity.This connectionis associatedwith the behaviorof many of the conventional,
non-oxidesuperconductorswhich have high transitiontemperaturesand display structural

instabilitiesor structuralphase transitions3. Thus, by understandingthe structuraldynamics
of this material,we may also shed light on its superconductingproperties.

In solidstatephysicsa crystalcan be viewedmostsimplyas a systemof masses(the
constituentions) and springs (their interatomicpotentials)with a characteristicset of normal
modesof vibrations,just as in classicalmechanics. These latticevibrations(or phononsas
they are conventionallyknown) exhibit the underlyingperiodicityand symmetryof the crystal
and can be usedas a basisfor representingali ionicdisplacements.By solvingthe equationsof
motionfor such a mass-springsystemand makinga continuumapproximation,one can find the
frequencyvs. wavelength(o_vs. q) relationshipin any crystallographicdirection(knownas a
branchof the dispersioncurve). Becausea crystal has a fundamentalunitthat is repeated
throughoutthe crystal (knownas the unit cell), its dispersionrelations also have a periodicity
in wavelengthor momentumspace (the first Brillouinzone). The determinationof ali branches
of the dispersioncurves of a crystal withinthe first Brillouinzone represents a complete
knowledgeof the crystal'slatticevibrations(or phononspectra).
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" Experimentally,it is possibleto measure phonondispersioncurves using external
probesthat exchaI=geenergy with theselatticevibrations. Neutronscatteringis one of the most
commonof theseprobe,3.By measuringtheenergyand momentumlossof the neutronas it
interactswith the crystal,one can map the frequencyvs. momentumrelationfor the crystal.
Electromagneticradiationcan alsobe usedin a similarmanner to measuresome limited
featuresof phonondispersioncurves.

Resonantultrasoundspectroscopy(RUS) probesa crystal by measuringits elastic
moduli. A crystal is mountedon diametricallyoppositecorners in the resonant-ultrasoundcell

and itsresonancefrequenciesare measured2. The data (resonantfrequencies,massdensity,and

sampledimensions)are analyzedusinga methoddevelopedby Demarest4 andOhno5and refined

by Visscher6. This analysisyieldsvalues for ali the elasticmoduliwith better than one percent
absoluteaccuracyand precisionas highas 0.002%

UsingRUS, we measurephononsat the "zone center"(covs. q for q -> 0). The
relationshipbetween acousticpropertiessuchas elasticconstantsand phonondispersioncurves
is mostclearly seen in the crystal'ssoundvelocities. Fromthe dispersioncurve for a
particularphonon branch, the sound velocity for vibrationin this directionis given by

(1)
v = (d_/dq)lq=o.

The sound velocity for a particularlatticevibrationcan also be foundfrom

vj = T_.,i ai (cij / m )1/2 (2)

where _i ai (cij)l/2 is some linearcombinationof elasticconstantsdepending on the
particulardirectionwe are consideringand m is the mass densityof the crystal. Thus, the
elasticpropertiesof a materialand its phononspectra are intimatelyrelated. Althoughwe can
onlyprobe the q=0 limitof the dispersioncurve by measuringelasticconstants,as opposedto
the full Brillouinzone as with neutrons,our measurementshave much higherprecisionand
accuracythanthese otherprobes.

Structuralphase transitions(a change in a crystal'sunderlyingsymmetry by means of
ionicdisplacements)can alsobe understoodfromthe perspectiveof phonons. Developed
independentlyby Cochran7 and Anderson8, this interpretationis knownas the "softmode"
descriptionof structuralphase transitions. In the soft mode picture, the structuralphase
transitionresults from a vibrationalor phononfrequency goingto zero, thereby producinga
staticdisplacmentand lockingthe crystal into some new symmetry.

II. THE STRUCTURALPHASETRANSITIONIN La2.xSrxCuO4

La2.xSrxCuO4 displays a tetragonal-orthorhombicstructuralphase transition (SPT)

at a criticaltemperatureTTO dependenton x (the amountof Sr doping). For the principal

sampleusedin thisstudy, x=.14 andTTO=223 K 9. The structureof La2.xSrxCuO4 includes
Cu-O octahedrain whicha copper and 4 oxygenslie in the x-y plane, whilethe top andbottom



. oxygens in the octahedra are in the +/- z directions (see Fig. 1). The transition from
• tetragonal to orthorhombic is driven by two energetically degenerate soft modes corresponding

to the rotation of the Cu-O octahedra about either the [1,1,0] or [1,-1,0] direction (i.e. the
apical oxygens tilt toward the x-y plane at 45 degrees to the crystal axes). Experimentally,

this picture of the tetragonal-orthorhombic transition is well established from neutron10'11

and x-ray12 scattering, as well as from our data.

From the point of view of RUS, the phase transition is manifest in the giant softening of

c66 (see Fig. 2(a)). c66 is the in-plane shear modulus that corresponds directly to the tilting

and subsequent distortion of the Cu-O octahedra. A similar plot of c44, the out-of-plane shear

modulus, is shown in Fig. 3(a). As will be shown below, c44 does not couple to the soft mode
phonons and is thus unaffected by the structural phase transition. The plots of sound attenuation
(more precisely l/Q) shown in Figs. 2(b) arid 3(b) display characteristic increases in
internal friction (resonance broadening) as the lattice softens and displaces into its new
configuration. Unfortunately, since either of the octahedral rotations is permitted, the low-
temperature phase is usually heavily twinned (i.e. containing separate regions of [1,1,0] and
[1,-1,0] tilts in analogy with the domains in a ferromagnet), which accounts for our inability
to track the elastic constants below 225 K.

III. THEORETICALMODELS

Theoretically, this phase transitioncan be understoodmicroscopicallyfrom an
anharmonicmechanical(shell) model, as well as thermodynamicallyin terms of a Ginsburg-
Landaufree energyexpansion. Becauseeachof theseapproachesprovidesinsightintovarious
aspectsof the transition,they wiiiboth be discussedbelow.

A. THESHELLMODEL

Shell modelshave previouslybeen used withgreat successin explainingthe lattice
dynamicsof perovskiteferroelectrics13• Since La2.xSrxCuO4 is a memberof the perovskite
family, it is only naturalto apply sucha model to this system. In the shell modelan ion's
electronsare treated as a sphericalshellsurroundingthe ion and the electron-ioninteractionis
mode!edwith a spring. Additionalspringsare also includedto accountfor the other ion-ionand
shell-snellinteractions. For the perovskites,the shell model has to be extendedto includethe

non-li,_¢arand anisotropicpolarizabilityof the oxygenO2" ionsso that the oxygen'selectron
sheii is actually ellipticaland has different springsalong the semi-majorand semi-minor
axes13.

To constructa shell model for La2.xSrxCuO4, we make a projectionalong the [1,1,1]

directionand considertwo "masses",the CuO3 unitwhichmakes up oneside of theoctahedron

andthe correspondingLa/Sr site (see Fig. 1). In Fig.4 the CuO3 unitis treatedas one large

highly-polarizable mass, m1, with higher than quadratic ion-shellcoupling, while m2, the

La/Sr atom, is treatedwith onlyquadraticcoupling. In this model14 the Hamiltoniancan be
writtenas a kineticenergy,T, and a potentialenergy,V:

H=T+V, (3)



where

T= 1/2 T_,n [ ml(du ln/dt) 2 + m2(dU2n/dt) 2

+ mel(dVln/dt) 2 + me2(dU2n/dt)2 ], and (4)

, )2 '2 . u2 . )2V= 1/2 T_.,n [f 1 ( Uln "Uln-1 + f ( U2n n 1

)2 )2+ f(V2n "Vln + f(v2n "Vln+l

)2 . Ul )4+ g2( Vln -Uln + 1/2 g4( Vln n

)2+ g2'(V2n " U2n ]' (5)

where m1 , me1, m2, and me2 are the core and shell masses of atoms 1 and 2, respectively, and

Uln' Vln' U2n' and V2n are their displacements in the nth unit cell. The four pieces of the

potential energy represent the core-core, shell-shell, non-linear CuO 3 core-shell, and linear

La/Sr core-shell couplings respectively. Defining wi=vi-u i (i=1,2) and differentiating the
potential energy to find the equations of motion for our shell model, we find

ml(d2Uln/dt 2) = f(U2n + u2,n. 1 - 2Uln + W2n + W2,n. 1 - 2Wln)

+f'l(Ul,n+l + Ul,n. 1 - 2uln ), (6)

m2(d2U2n/dt2 ) = f(Uln + Ul,n+ 1 - 2U2n +Wln + Wl,n+ 1 2W2n)

+ f'l(U2,n+l + U2,n. 1 2U2n), (7)

(d2w n/dr 2) 3ml 1 = 0 = (2f + g2)Wln + g4Wln

" f(U2n + U2,n-1 " 2uln + W2n + W2,n-1 )' ( 8 )

m2(d2W2n/dt 2) = 0 = (2f + g2')W2n

"f(Uln + ul,n+l " 2U2n +wln + Wl,n+l )' (9)

where we have used the adiabatic condition dV/dw i =0, which physically represents the
electrons' ability to follow ionic displacements instantaneously. In order to solve these
equations self-consistently, we linearize equation (8) by approximating,

3 2
Wln =wln<wln >, (10)



." where <wln2> is the thermalaverageof the square of thecore-shellseparation.

After a standardFouriertransform,these equationscan then be solvedto make
predictionsabout the temperaturedependenceof the dispersioncurve for La2.xSrxCuO4. Our
modelpredictssofteningof the dispersioncurve in good agreementwithexperimentalneutron

scattering data14 as well as a Curie-Weissbehavior for c66(T) with a criticalexponentof 1 (a

Curie-Weissplot of the c66 data in Fig. 2 is shownin Fig.5).

Fromthe experimentalvalues for c66 softening,we can also calculatethe values for the

14 Forhigh the core-shellspringconstantsused in ourshell modelas a functionof TTO . TTO

potentialparameterizedby g2 andg4 (seeeq. 5) is a deepdoubleweil,butas TTO decreasesthe

potentialflattensand becomes highlyanharmonic(i.e. g2 andg4 areof the same orderof
magnitude). This anharmonicitymay significantlyalter the conventionalelectron-phonon

coupling in this system and has implicationsfor the superconductingtransitiontemperature15.

B. THE GINSBURG-LANDAUPICTURE

Althoughthe shell model providesinsightintothe microscopicmechanismsbehindthe
structuralphase transitionand makes predictionsabout the phonondispersioncurves and c66
softeningin good agreementwith experiment,it is not whollysatisfactory. In particular,the
mappingof the three dimensionalprobleminto one dimensionis somewhatarbitrary and
requirespriorknowledgeof the soft phononsinvolved. In order to overcomethese limitations
and examine the structuralphase transitionfrom a fully three dimensionalperspective,we

have developed a Ginsburg-Landaufree energy pictureof the transition16.

In the Ginsburg-Landauformalism,a phase transitionis describedby expandingthe free
energy of the system in termsof a small parameter(knownas the orderparameter)
characteristicof the transition. The orderparameter is zero on the high temperatureside of
the phase transitionand takes on its maximumvalue whenthe systemhas achievedequilibrium
in its low temperaturephase. By minimizingthe general form of the free energy with respect
to its arguments(the free energy must be a minimumin equilibrium),one can gain insightinto
the phasetransitionand itseffect on otherparametersof the system.

For structuralphase transitionsthe general form of the free energyconsists of three
pieces: the order parameterexpansion,the elastic strain energy, and the strain-order
parametercoupling. That is

F = Fop + Fe + Fop.e. (1 1 )

We willconsidereach of the termsin detail.

In La2.xSrxCuO4 the order parameterhas two components,Q1 and Q2' which
correspondto the octahedraltilt angle,e, for each of the two possibletilts. Energetically,
eithersignof e is equivalent,so onlyeven powersof the order parametercan appear in the free

energy. Therefore, to fourthorder, Fop can be written



• Fop = a(Q12 + Q22) + u(Q12 + Q22)2 + v(Q14 + Q24). (1 2)

The elastic energy term follows immediately from the fact that La2.xSrxCuO 4 is
tetragonal in its high-temperature phase-

2 +e22)Fe = 1/2 c11(e 1 + c12ele2 + c13(e 1 + e2)e 3

+ 1/2 c33e32 + 1/2 c44(e42 + e52) + 1/2 c66e62, (1 3)

where cij are the elastic constants and e i the macroscopic strains.

The strain-order parameter coupling can be constructed by a similar symmetry
argument. We begin by considering the general three phonon interaction

F = T_.,ql,q2,q3,Jl ,J2,J3 Vjl ,J2,J3(ql 'q2'q3)ujl (ql)uj2(q2)uj3(q3)" (1 4)

By expanding (14) for small q (i.e. considering the acoustic limit) _nd keeping only those
terms that involve the order parameters, we find

F = T_,a,b,i kabeabQi 2 ( 1 5 )

Finally, energy, being a scalar quantity, must be invariant under the symmetry operations of
the crystal. Writing out (15) explicitly and keeping only those term which display the proper
invariance yields

2 Q22Fop.e=[kxx(el + e2)+kzze3](Q12+Q22) +kxye6(Q 1 - ), (16)

where kij are the nonvanishing coefficients, Vjl,J2,J3(ql,q2,q3 ), from the general expansion
(14).

Given a general form of the free energy which depends only on the symmetry of our

crystal, we can minimize it with respect to the Qi's and ei's to find the predicted changes in
elastic constants through the transition. Explicitly, we find

1. A c44 =0

2. A c 11 = A c 12, so A (c11-c12)=0

3. A c66 >> ,_ c33 > A c13 • A c11.

Figures 2(a) and 3(a) show that predictions 1 and 3 are correct (the changes in the other
moduli are much smaller than the change shown in Fig. 2(a)). We are currently in the process
of fitting our measured resonant frequencies as a function of temperature in order to determine
the complete temperature dependence of ali six elastic moduli. Although the fitting procedure
has been problematic due to modes crossing as the temperature is lowered, our preliminary data
support the predictions made above.
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IV.

Using .resonantultrasoundspectroscopy,we havemeasuredali six elasticconstantsof
La2.xSrxCuO4 as a functionof temperature. The observedsofteningof the elasticconstants
revealsthe existenceof a tetragonal-orthorhombicstructuralphase transition. We have also
presenteda microscopicmodelof the transitionbasedon an anharmonicshellmodelwhich
correctlygives a criticalexponentof one for the c66 softening. Finally, withina Ginsburg-
Landauformalism,we have made numericalpredictionsfor the changesin ali six elastic
constantsas a functionof temperaturewhichappearto be in good agreementwith experiment.
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• Figure 1. The crystal structure of La2.xSrxCuO 4. Slashed circles represent La/Sr
ions, open circles oxygen ion, and solid circles copper ions. In the shell model discussed

in the text, ions numberd 1-4 are treated as m_ and ion 5 is m2.
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The critical exponent, x=l, is in agreement with our theoretical predictions.
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